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PrimoChill Water Cooling
Cleaning Prep Kit - Existing
System

$22.95
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Short Description
Rebuilding a water cooling system can be a tedious process. All the film left from your previous coolant built
up inside. We created a perfect cleaning kit for rebuilding existing systems.

Description
Rebuilding a water cooling system can be a tedious process. All the film left from your previous coolant built
up inside. We created a perfect cleaning kit for rebuilding existing systems.
Use the rad clean to make sure any bits and residue is flushed out of your radiator while essentially
scrubbing the inside of any chemicals or film.
Next the System Reboot is used to clean the entire loop of any chemical or dye remnants left from your
previous coolant. The Reboot will pull any dye off internal surfaces ensuring none bleeds into your next
coolant choice.
Finally use the unique PrimoPrep to get your loop prepped for possible PH imbalances caused mostly by high
levels of copper mostly from large capacity radiators. With this treatment it also prepares the system for use
of coolants in a mix metal closed loop environment leaving the guesswork a thing of the past.

*Note: This Item can not be shipped using DHL*

Features
All you need for your new cooling loop in one simple kit
Water Based, Environmentally Responsible, Safe, and Non Toxic Product
System Reboot and PrimoPrep are Safe on All Plastics, Rubbers, and Miscellaneous Gasket Materials,
Including Acrylic.

Specifications
Specifications - Rad Clean

Bottle Size: 2oz
Included: 2oz Rad Clean, 2 plastic fittings w/ orings, 1 threaded funnel
Dosage: Mix 1/2 bottle with 32oz of DI or distilled water
Specifications - PrimoPrep

Bottle Size: 2oz
Dosage: Mix with 32oz of DI or distilled water
Shelf Life: 2 Years, Unopened
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Specifications - System Reboot

Bottle Size: 15ml
Dosage: Mix with 1 Gallon of DI or distilled water
Shelf Life: 2 Years, Unopened
Compatibility - System Reboot / PrimoPrep

System Reboot and PrimoPrep are compatible with rigid and flexible tubing of all sizes. It is safe to use
on rubber, plastics and acrylics so rest assured all your seals, o-rings, reservoirs and such are all safe!
Compatibility - Rad Clean

Rad Clean is compatible with the internal metals found in radiators only! Using Rad Clean on
nickel items is
NOT
compatible!
Warnings

Important to use plastic fittings when cleaning radiators while using Rad Clean!
Do not mix preps with any pre-mixed coolants as it will over saturate the inhibitors.
Not responsible for any hardware damage. Use at your own risk.

Additional Information
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Brand

Primochill

SKU

PC-ESK

Weight

0.2000

Fluid Type

Cleaner
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